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Abstract: In this paper, we analyze the optimal order-quantity decisions in a
supply chain with mass customization (MC) manufacturer and overconfident
retailers. First, we consider a newsvendor model in which an unbiased retailer
sells mass customized products. The retailer needs to make order quantity
decisions before the selling season. Meanwhile, the supplier is a mass customization manufacturer and implements modular production. The supply
process is uncertain, as the real quantity the retailer received is the order
quantity multiplied by a random yield rate. Second, two overconfident models
are considered and theorems are proposed. In the first model, the behavioral
bias of overconfidence only affects the retailer’s judgment of variance of market
demand. In the second model, the behavior bias of overconfidence affects not
only the retailer’s cognition of the variance of market demand, but also his
cognition of the expectation of market demand. In addition, the relationship
between the optimal decisions and the modularity level is obtained. Finally,
we provide managerial insights for the decision makers of the retailers and the
manufacturers on order quantity and modularity level, respectively.

Keywords: Overconfidence; mass customization; newsvendor model; decision
analysis

1. Introduction
With the substantial improvement of living standards and the rapid development of economy, the consumers are no longer satisfied with unchanging and
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low-cost products. They start to pursue diversified and personalized products. Mass customization helps enterprises to cope with the increasingly uncertain, competitive and complex market environment, and keep their business in
line with customer needs. Accordingly, product customization is an inevitable
trend of future business development. In the context of mass customization,
we study the supply chain decision making and consider one of the behavioral
biases–overconfidence. Overconfidence theory is a behavioral finance theory
proposed at the end of the 20th century. Overconfidence is a universal psychological phenomenon. The term of ”overconfidence” comes from research
in cognitive psychology. A large amount of literature in cognitive psychology
holds that people are overconfident, especially in the accuracy of their own
knowledge. People systematically underestimate certain types of information
and overestimate others.
The supply chain with mass customization and the optimal decisions with
overconfidence retailer based on newsvendor model are both interesting and
worth studying. The scholars do numerous studies and meaningful research
on them.
Some scholars put forward their views on the concept and status of mass
customization. Mass customization has become an important manufacturing
strategy. And the MC concept, which focuses on changing requirements and
technologies, is increasingly important. Mass customization is also one of the
main strategies adopted in today’s highly competitive manufacturing industry.
The concept of mass customization has received considerable attention in the
research literature in recent years (Silveira et al. [25], Fogliatto et al. [6], Xu
et al. [30] and MacCarthy et al. [18]). How to deal with the contradiction
between the effect of mass production and the demand for customization is a
key issue in the study of mass customization (Yao and Liu [32]). MacCarthy
et al. [18] develop a taxonomy of operational modes for mass customization
and identify five fundamental modes of operation for mass customization.
There are also numerous studies on the supply chain with mass customization.
Yao and Liu [32] summarize the dominant contradictions of the supply chain
scheduling in mass customization and the ways to relieve them. Xu et al. [30]
propose a decision support model to obtain the optimal production plan in
mass customization. Jost and Ssser [12] find that the manufacturer finds providing customization is always optimal, and show how the optimal degree of
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customization is affected by the interaction of market and production factors.
In the above supply chain research, there are some specific studies on the pricing and value of mass customization. Alptekinoglu and Corbett [1] find that
a mass producer facing competition from a mass customizer provides lower
product varieties than a mass producer monopolist to reduce the intensity of
price competition. Choi et al. [4] investigate the optimal pricing problem in a
mass customization supply chain with one risk averse manufacturer and two
risk averse competing retailers. Fei and Zhao [5] study behavioral pricing in a
competitive environment, which includes a standard product firm and a custom product firm. Merle et al. [17] argue that providing efficient customization
is not sufficient in itself to assess the value of mass customization. And they
focus on the benefits perceived by individual consumers.
A large part of the research on mass customization is on the level of mass customization. In a game-theoretic model of mass customization, the degree of
company-customer interaction is defined as level of mass customization (Jost
and Ssser [12]). In this paper, we define the level of modularity as level of
mass customization. The concept of modularity has been widely accepted because of mass customization and the need for shorter development time in the
manufacturing process (Bi and Zhang [2]). Zhang et al. [34] propose a model
to study the impact of mass customization and product modularization on
supply chain quality integration. Bi and Zhang [2] introduce the classification
of modular applications, research problems and design methods.
Human beings are critical to the functioning of most operating systems. Because the people influence how these systems work and how they are executed.
However, the people who participate in operating systems are not completely
rational. (Gino and Pisano [7]). People have cognitive biases. As one of the
most consistent, powerful, and widespread cognitive biases, (Li et al. [15])
overconfidence has attracted extensive attention and research in the field of
economics (Grubb [8]) and operations management (Ren and Croson [24]).
Decision makers with overconfidence perceive the expected outcome of an uncertain event is more certain than it might be (Meng Li [16]). We focus on
the study of overconfidence in behavioral operations management and supply
chains. Xu et al. [28] find that the higher the overconfident level is, the higher selling price that the overconfident retailer charges in a duopolistic market
with uncertain demand. Jain et al. [11] study the impact of this overconfidence
bias on the buyer’s supply-based design strategy. Jiang and Liu [10] consider
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that management optimism has become ubiquitous in a fiercely competitive
market and a company should hire a realistic manager. Li [16] studies the
effects associated with overconfidence in distribution channels. He finds overconfidence bias leads to a lower expected profit for a centralized channel but
enhances the performance of a decentralized channel.
On the other hand, the newsvendor problem has a rich history, dating back
to the 19th century. However, it didn’t become a topic of serious and extensive study by academicians until the 1950s (Petruzzi and Dada [21]). Yao et
al. [31] show how the newsvendor problem with joint pricing and order decision can be solved without using specific demand functions. Kocabiyikoglu
et al. [13] extend the traditional framework of the price-setting newsvendor
problem. They allow the decision maker to determine both the selling price
and the order quantity. Ovchinnikov et al. [20] extend the standard theory
of newsvendor competition by including an optimal best-response policy for
competing with a behaviorally biased newsvendor. Xue et al. [29] consider
the diversification strategy for a mean variance risk-sensitive manufacturer
with unreliable suppliers based on the linear model and newsvendor model,
respectively.
In the emerging field of behavior operation, a part of the literature studies
take the newsvendor model as the research subject, mainly analyzing the influence of behavior on the decision-making in the newsvendor model. Moore
and Healy [19] define three distinct ways of overconfidence: over-estimation
of one’s actual performance, over-placement of one’s performance relative to
others, and over-precision in one’s beliefs. An overconfident newsvendor model
is developed by defining the overconfidence as the newsvendor’s over-precision
about the true demand (Yong et al. [33]). Croson et al. [3] show that overconfident newsvendors place suboptimal orders and earn lower profits than
well-calibrated newsvendors. Ren and Croson [24] provide two experiments
supporting the theoretical conclusion, that is, underestimating the variance of
demand causes orders to deviate from optimal. Ren et al. [23] further demonstrate that order bias is linear in the level of overconfidence, and is increasing
with the variance of the demand distribution. Li et al. [15] study the effects
and implications of overconfidence in a competitive newsvendor setting. They
find that when the product s profit margin is high, overconfidence can lead to
a first-best outcome. Kirshner and Shao [14] show how probability weighting
functions can be used to jointly model optimism and overconfidence in the
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newsvendor problem.
In this paper, we analyze the optimal order-quantity decisions in a mass customization supply chain with mass customization manufacturer and overconfident retailers. Our contribution is considering the behavioral bias of overconfidence in the decision-making study of the mass customization supply chain.
At the same time, we take into account both the level of mass customization
and supply uncertainty, that is, the reliable level of the manufacturer.

2. Basic Model Description
In this section, we consider a two-stage supply chain based on newsvendor
model. The supply chain includes an MC manufacturer and a downstream
retailer. The retailer sells the MC product to the final consumers to satisfy
the stochastic demand X. The manufacturer is unreliable in the sense that
the manufacturer’s delivered quantity may be strictly lower than the quantity
ordered by the retailer. In line with the classic newsvendor model, we assume
that the retailer’s order quantity decision should be made before the random
demand is realized. The retailer needs to decide the order quantity to maximize
his profit.
In this paper, the manufacturer is a monopoly manufacturer of an MC product. And modular production is applied to achieve mass customization for
the manufacturer. Let m denote the modularity level of the manufacturer,
which represents the mass customization capability of the manufacturer and
m > 0. We assume that wholesale price w has a positive linear correlation with
modularity level m. Let ε be the modularity level-wholesale price sensitive coefficient, and ϕ be the wholesale price independent of modularity level. So,
the wholesale price the retailer receives from the manufacturer is w = ϕ + εm.
Then we use the proportional yield model to measure the manufacturer’s unreliable risk. Specifically, let q be the order quantity from the retailer, and
R ∈ [0, 1] be the yield rate of the MC manufacturer, that is, the MC manufacturer’s reliable level. Then, the quantity the retailer receives from the
manufacturer is Rq. We assume the stochastic demand X has a cumulative
density function (CDF) FX (x) and a probability density function (PDF) f (x).
Denote µ = E[X], σ = V ar[X].
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Fig. 1. Basic Supply Chain

Let p be the unit selling price of the MC product, and v be the unit reduced
price. Without loss of generality, we assume that p ≥ w ≥ v. The holding
cost or salvage cost of the retailer given order quantity q is v (Rq − X)+ ,where
(·)+ = max(·, 0). We assume that retailer’s revenue is p min{X, Rq}, which
depends on the order quantity the retailer receives from the manufacturer.
Then, the profit function with uncertain demand for the retailer, Π, is given
by
Π = p min{X, Rq} − (ϕ + εm) Rq + v (Rq − X)+
(1)
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rq − (p − v)(Rq − X)+
In section 3 and section 4, we discuss the case of overconfidence retailer. Denote α be the measure of overconfidence. The overconfident retailer is a retailer
that exhibits cognitive bias by making order decision as though the demand
were D rather than X, where
D = αµ + (1 − α)X

(2)

for α ∈ [0, 1]. We assume D has a cumulative density function (CDF) FD (x). If
α > 0, the retailer is overconfident and considers that demand is less variable
than X. In the extreme, α = 1 means that the retailer regard demand as
constant and equal to its mean. At the other extreme, α = 0 indicates the
retailer is unbiased.
We first study the optimal order decision of unbiased retailer in MC-supply
chain. Based on the above discussion and assumptions, we have the retailer’s
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expected profit
E[Π] =

Z Rq

{[p − (ϕ + εm)]x − [(ϕ + εm) − v](Rq − x)}f (x) dx

0

+

Z +∞

(3)
[p − (ϕ + εm)]Rq f (x) dx.

Rq

The optimal order quantity shall satisfy:
Z Rq
Z +∞
dE[Π]
= −R[(ϕ + εm) − v]
f (x) dx + R[p − (ϕ + εm)]
f (x) dx
dq
0
Rq
= 0.
(4)
Then we have
R Rq
p − (ϕ + εm)
0 f (x) dx
(5)
=
R +∞
(ϕ + εm) − v
Rq f (x) dx

That is,
p − (ϕ + εm)
p−v
0
Obviously we have the following lemma.
Z Rq

f (x) dx =

(6)

Lemma 1. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R,
(a) The unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ = R−1 FX−1 (β), where
p − (ϕ + εm)
β=
.
p−v
(b) The unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ is decreasing in the
modularity level m.

Proof. (a) From the above analysis, we know that the unbiased retailer’s
R ∗
optimal order quantity q ∗ meet 0Rq f (x) dx = p−(ϕ+εm)
. According to the rep−v
lationship between the distribution function and the probability density function, the above expression can be converted into: FX (Rq ∗ ) = p−(ϕ+εm)
. we
p−v
p−(ϕ+εm)
can get Rq ∗ = FX−1 ( p−v ) by the definition of inverse function. That is,
q ∗ = R−1 FX−1 ( p−(ϕ+εm)
) is proved.
p−v
(b) From the proof of Lemma 1(a), we know that FX (Rq ∗ ) = p−(ϕ+εm)
. Then
p−v
we can learn that the manufacturer’s modularity level m increases, the value
of FX (Rq ∗ ) decreases. Because of The monotony undiminished property of
the distribution function, the value of Rq ∗ decreases. Therefore, the unbiased
retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ is decreasing in the modularity level m.
7

Lemma 2. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R, the unbiased retailR ∗
er’s optimal expected profit Π∗ = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rq ∗ − (p − v) 0Rq FX (x) dx.
Proof. From (1), the expected profit function for the retailer can be transformed into
E[Π] = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rq − (p − v)E[(Rq − X)+ ]
where E[(Rq − X)+ ] = 0Rq (Rq − x) d FX (x) =
the expected profit for the retailer
R

R Rq
0

E[Π] = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rq − (p − v)

(7)

FX (x) dx. Then, we obtain

Z Rq
0

FX (x) dx.

(8)

We learn that the unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ from Lemma
1. Thus, the optimal expected profit
Π∗ = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rq ∗ − (p − v)

Z Rq∗
0

FX (x) dx.

(9)

3. Basic overconfidence model
After reviewing much of the literature on overconfidence, Moore and Healy [19]
define three distinct ways of overconfidence: over-estimation, over-placement,
and over-precision. The latter type means that overconfident people overestimate how accurate their predictions are. That is, they believe they are better
at judging things than they really are.
Based on this, we assume an overconfident retailer whose perception of market
demand information is overly accurate in MC-supply chain. The overconfident
retailer believes the variance of random demand fluctuations is smaller than
the actual value. They behave as though demand is less variable than X (Li et
al. [15]). According to the assumptions in Section 2, the overconfident retailer’s
belief in market demand is D = αµ+(1−α)X for α ∈ [0, 1]. We easily obtained
E[D] = µ,V ar[D] = (1 − α)2 σ 2 . That is, the overconfident retailer’s judgment
of the mean value of random market demand is correct, but his judgment
of the variance of random market demand is less than the actual value. The
parameter α is the level of overconfidence, reflecting the degree of deviation
of retailer’s cognition of demand information.
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Fig. 2. Basic Overconfidence Supply Chain

Then, the faith profit function for the overconfident retailer, Π̂α , is given by
Π̂α = p min{D, Rqα } − (ϕ + εm) Rqα + v (Rqα − D)+
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqα − (p − v)(Rqα − D)+ .

(10)

From Lemma 2, we obtain the overconfident retailer’s belief expected profit
E[Π̂α ] = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqα − (p − v)

Z Rqα
0

FD (x) dx.

(11)

and the overconfident retailer’s resulting expected profit
E[Πα ] = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqα − (p − v)

Z Rqα
0

FX (x) dx.

(12)

The overconfident retailer’s optimal resulting expected profit Π∗α when choosing optimal order quantity qα∗ is
Π∗α

= [p − (ϕ +

εm)] Rqα∗

− (p − v)

Z Rq∗
α
0

FX (x) dx.

(13)

The relationship between the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qα∗
and the unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ is given by the following
Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R,
(a) The overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qα∗ = R−1 αµ+(1−α)q ∗ .
(b) The overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qα∗ is decreasing in the
modularity level m.
9

Proof. (a) From Lemma 1, the unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity
q ∗ = R−1 FX−1 (β). That is, FX (Rq ∗ ) = β, where β is the critical fractile.
The overconfident retailer with overconfidence level α orders qα∗ such that
FD (Rqα∗ ) = β when the demand is X. Then, we have
FD (Rqα∗ )
We obtain Rq ∗ =

= P (αµ + (1 − α)X ≤

∗ −αµ
Rqα
.
1−α

Rqα∗ )

Rqα∗ − αµ
= FX (
).
1−α

(14)

We simplify to get
qα∗ = R−1 αµ + (1 − α)q ∗ .

(15)

, then we can learn that the overconfident retailer’s
(b) Moreover, β = p−(ϕ+εm)
p−v
∗
optimal order quantity qα is decreasing in the modularity level m.
Theorem 1(a) indicates that the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qα∗ is a linear function of the unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ .
Corollary 1 illustrates the variation rule of the overconfident retailer’s optimal
order quantity qα∗ with its overconfident level α, as well as the relationship between the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qα∗ and the unbiased
retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ . In Corollary 1, we quote the definition of
the market environment from Schweitzer and Cachon [26].
Corollary 1. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R,
∂q ∗
(a) Under a high-profit condition(q ∗ > µ), α < 0 and qα∗ < q ∗ when q ∗ >
∂α
∂qα∗
−1
∗
∗
∗
R µ;
> 0 and qα > q when µ < q < R−1 µ.
∂α
(b) Under a low-profit condition(q ∗ < µ),

∂qα∗
> 0 and qα∗ > q ∗ in all cases.
∂α

Proof. From theorem 1(a), the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity
qα∗ = R−1 αµ + (1 − α)q ∗ . Then, we obtain
∂qα∗
= R−1 µ − q ∗
∂α
qα∗ − q ∗ = α(R−1 µ − q ∗ ).
∗

(16)

∗

α
α
Thus, when q ∗ > R−1 µ, ∂q
< 0 and qα∗ < q ∗ ; when µ < q ∗ < R−1 µ, ∂q
>0
∂α
∂α
∗
∗
and qα > q . Further, based on Schweitzer and Cachon’s definition of the
market environment, Corollary 1 can be obtained.
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Corollary 1 indicates that in MC-supply chain the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity is decreasing in its overconfidence level when the unbiased
retailer’s optimal order quantity is greater than the mean of random demand
(the retailer is in a high-profit condition). Meanwhile, the overconfident retailer tends to place fewer orders than the unbiased retailer. The overconfident
retailer’s optimal order quantity is increasing in its overconfidence level in two cases. One case is when the unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity is
greater than the mean of random demand and less than the ratio of the mean
of random demand to the MC manufacturer’s reliable level. The other case
is when the unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity is less than the mean
of random demand (the retailer is in a low-profit condition). Meanwhile, the
overconfident retailer tends to place more orders than the unbiased retailer.
The deviation value between the order quantity of the overconfident retailer
and that of the unbiased retailer is increasing of the overconfident retailer’s
overconfidence level.
The above part is the analysis of the ordering decision of the overconfident
retailer. Then, we try to learn about the expected profit of the overconfident
retailer, including the resulting expected profit and the belief expected profit.
Theorem 2. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R,
(a) The overconfident retailer’s optimal resulting expected profit Π∗α is always
less than the unbiased retailer’s optimal expected profit Π∗ ; i.e., Π∗α ≤ Π∗ ;
(b) The overconfident retailer’s optimal resulting expected profit Π∗α is
∂ 2 Π∗α
∂Π∗α
≤ 0 and
≤ 0.
decreasing and concave in α; i.e.,
∂α
∂α2
Proof. (a) From (8), we learn the expected profit for the retailer E[Π] =
R
[p − (ϕ + εm)] Rq − (p − v) 0Rq FX (x) dx. Then, we obtain
∂E[Π]
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] R − (p − v) R FX (Rq);
∂q
∂ 2 E[Π]
= −(p − v)R2 f (Rq) ≤ 0.
∂q 2

(17)

Obviously, the retailer’s expected profit function is a concave function of
the order quantity q and maximizes at the optimal order quantity q ∗ . Thus,
whether the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qα∗ is higher or
lower than the unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ , it’s always true
that the overconfident retailer’s resulting expected profit Π∗α is less than the
11

unbiased retailer’s optimal expected profit Π∗ .
(b) From (13) and (15), the overconfident retailer’s optimal resulting expected
profit
Π∗α

−1

∗

= [p − (ϕ + εm)] R[R αµ + (1 − α)q ] − (p − v)

Z R[R−1 αµ+(1−α)q∗ ]
0

FX (x) dx.
(18)

We take the derivative of α.
∂Π∗α
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] R(R−1 µ − q ∗ )
∂α
− (p − v) R(R−1 µ − q ∗ )FX (R[R−1 αµ + (1 − α)q ∗ ])
p − (ϕ + εm)
= (p − v)R(R−1 µ − q ∗ )[
− FX [R(R−1 αµ + (1 − α)q ∗ )]]
p−v
= (p − v)R(R−1 µ − q ∗ )[FX (Rq ∗ ) − FX (Rqα∗ )].
(19)
∗
∗
∗
−1
∗
By the proof of Corollary 1, we learn that qα < q when q > R µ, qα > q ∗
when µ < q ∗ < R−1 µ and qα∗ > q ∗ when q ∗ < µ. In addition, the stochastic
demand’s cumulative density function FX (x) is an increasing function. Thus,
(R−1 µ − q ∗ )[FX (Rq ∗ ) − FX (Rqα∗ )] ≤ 0 in all cases. Then we can easily get
∂Π∗α
≤ 0. Furthermore,
∂α
∂ 2 Π∗α
= −(p − v)R(R−1 µ − q ∗ )(µ − Rq ∗ )f [R(R−1 αµ + (1 − α)q ∗ )]
∂α2
= −(p − v)(µ − Rq ∗ )2 f (Rqα∗ ) ≤ 0.

(20)

Theorem 2 asserts that in MC-supply chain there is always a profit loss for
the overconfident retailer, because the overconfident retailer’s optimal order
quantity always deviates from the unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity.
Meanwhile, the overconfident retailer’s optimal resulting expected profit decreases in its overconfidence level. And the higher the overconfidence level is,
the faster the optimal profit decreases.
Corollary 2. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R,
(a) The overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected profit Π̂∗α satisfies
Π̂∗α = (1 − α)Π∗ + [p − (ϕ + εm)]αµ;
(b) The overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected profit Π̂∗α is increasing
∂ Π̂∗α
in α; i.e.,
≥ 0;
∂α
12

(c) The overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected profit Π̂∗α is always
greater than the unbiased retailer’s optimal expected profit Π∗ ; i.e., Π̂∗α ≥ Π∗ .
And Π̂∗α = Π∗ if and only if α = 0.

Proof. (a) When the retailer is overconfident, his belief expected profit is
calculated based on his belief in random demand D. The corresponding distribution function is FD (x). Thus, the overconfident retailer’s optimal belief
R Rq∗
expected profit Π̂∗α = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqα∗ − (p − v) 0 α FD (x) dx. We take the
integral transformation of x = αµ + (1 − α)y and obtain
Π̂∗α = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqα∗ − (p − v)
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqα∗ − (p − v)

Z Rq∗
α
0

Z Rq∗
0

FD (x) dx
FD (αµ + (1 − α)y) d(αµ + (1 − α)y)

= [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqα∗ − (p − v)(1 − α)

Z Rq∗
0

FX (y) dy.
(21)

From Theorem 1, we learn

qα∗

−1

∗

= R αµ + (1 − α)q . Thus,

Π̂∗α = [p − (ϕ + εm)] R[R−1 αµ + (1 − α)q ∗ ] − (p − v)(1 − α)
= (1 − α)[(p − (ϕ + εm)) Rq ∗ − (p − v)

Z Rq∗
0

Z Rq∗
0

FX (y) dy

FX (y) dy] + [p − (ϕ + εm)]αµ

= (1 − α)Π∗ + [p − (ϕ + εm)]αµ.
(22)
(b) From the above proof, we take the derivative of α in

Π̂∗α

∂ Π̂∗α
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] µ − Π∗
∂α
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] µ − [(p − (ϕ + εm)) Rq ∗ − (p − v)
= [(ϕ + εm) − v]

Z Rq∗
0

to obtain

Z Rq∗
0

FX (x) dx]

FX (x) dx
∗

+ [p − (ϕ + εm)][µ − (Rq −

Z Rq∗
0

FX (x) dx)]

(23)
where (ϕ + εm) − v is the unit surplus inventory cost; 0 FX (x) dx is the
expected surplus inventory; p − (ϕ + εm) is the unit shortage cost; µ − (Rq ∗ −
R Rq∗
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R Rq∗
0

FX (x) dx) is expected quantity out of stock. We define
C(q) = [(ϕ + εm) − v]

Z Rq∗
0

FX (x) dx
∗

+ [p − (ϕ + εm)][µ − (Rq −

Z Rq∗
0

is the retailer’s expected cost. Thus,

(24)
FX (x) dx)]

∂ Π̂∗α
> 0.
∂α

(c) We discuss the change of the overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected
profit Π̂∗α .
Π̂∗α − Π∗ = (1 − α)Π∗ + [p − (ϕ + εm)]αµ − Π∗ = α[[p − (ϕ + εm)] µ − Π∗ ]. (25)
We know [p − (ϕ + εm)] µ − Π∗ = C(q ∗ ) from the above proof. Thus,
Π̂∗α − Π∗ = αC(q ∗ ) ≥ 0. Moreover, Π̂∗α = Π∗ if and only if α = 0.
Corollary 2 illustrates that the overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected
profit is a function of the unbiased retailer’s optimal expected profit Π∗ and
increasing in overconfidence level. From the perspective of expected profit, this
corollary clearly gives the reason why the overconfident retailer orders based
on his own perceived demand distribution. The overconfident retailer considers
that the profit from making a decision based on his beliefs is always greater
than the profit he would have expected if he had been unbiased. Moreover,
the excess profit is directly proportional to the level of overconfidence. To a
greater extent, this encourages the behavior of overconfident retailer to make
order decisions according to their own beliefs.
4. Extended overconfidence model
In section 4.1, overconfident retailer simply has cognitive biases on the variance of demand. He overestimates his level of prediction, behaving as though
demand is less variable than X. We extend to other cases, that is, overconfident retailer overestimates not only the level of forecasting, but also the level
of marketing. He believes high demand for MC products. His thought of the
mean demand is greater than the actual value. This kind of overconfident retailer is a retailer decide the order quantity qo as though the demand were Do
rather than X, where
Do = αkµ + (1 − α)X
(26)
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for α ∈ [0, 1] and k ∈ [1, ∞+ ).
We assume Do has a cumulative density function (CDF) FDo (x). We easily obtained E[Do ] = (αk+1−α)µ, V ar[Do ] = (1−α)2 σ 2 . That is, the overconfident
retailer’s judgement of the mean and the variance of random market demand
is at fault. It is easy to prove that the overconfident retailers’ judgment of the
mean of the market random demand is greater than the actual value, but their
judgment of the variance of the market random demand is smaller than the
actual value. We define the the parameter α and k are respectively the level
of overprecision and the level of overestimation.

Stochastic demand 𝑋

Perceived market demand
𝐷𝑜 = 𝛼𝑘𝜇 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑋

Wholesale price 𝜔
Manufacturer
Order quantity 𝑞𝑜

Overconfident
Retailer

Selling price 𝑝
Consumer

Reduced price 𝑣

Fig. 3. Extended Overconfidence Supply Chain

Then, the belief profit and belief expected profit function for the overconfident
retailer, Π̂o , E[Π̂o ], can be expressed as
Π̂o = p min{Do , Rqo } − (ϕ + εm) Rqo + v (Rqo − Do )+
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqo − (p − v)(Rqo − Do )+ ;
E[Π̂o ] = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqo − (p − v)

Z Rqo
o

(27)

FDo (x) dx.

That’s not how the profit actually incurred. The resulting expected profit for
the retailer is
E[Πo ] = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqo − (p − v)

Z Rqo
o

FX (x) dx.

(28)

when the retailer chooses the optimal order quantity qo∗ , we can express the
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optimal belief profit and resulting profit as follows:
Π̂∗o = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqo∗ − (p − v)
Π∗o = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqo∗ − (p − v)

Z Rq∗
o
o

Z Rq∗
o
o

FDo (x) dx;
(29)
FX (x) dx.

Theorem 3 characterizes the retailer’s optimal order quantity qo∗ in extended
overconfidence model compared with the unbiased retailer’s optimal order
quantity q ∗ . The relationship with the modularity level m is also described.
Theorem 3. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R,
(a) The overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qo∗ = R−1 αkµ + (1 −
α)q ∗ .
(b) The overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qo∗ is decreasing in the
modularity level m.
Proof. (a) In the unbiased case, the retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ satisfies FX (Rq ∗ ) = β where β is the critical fractile. In the extended model, the
overconfident retailer with overconfidence level α and k orders qo∗ such that
FDo (Rqo∗ ) = β when demand is X. Thus, FX (Rq ∗ ) = FDo (Rqo∗ ) = β. According
to (25), Do = αkµ + (1 − α)X. As a result,
FDo (Rqo∗ ) = P (Do ≤ Rqo∗ ) = P (αkµ + (1 − α)X ≤ Rqo∗ )
Rqo∗ − αkµ
Rq ∗ − αkµ
= P (X ≤
) = FX ( o
)
1−α
1−α
= β.
Consequently, Rq ∗ =

Rqo∗ −αkµ
,
1−α

(30)

that is,

qo∗ = R−1 αkµ + (1 − α)q ∗ .

(31)

(b) According to Lemma 1, β = p−(ϕ+εm)
. Thus, we conclude that, in the
p−v
extended model, the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qo∗ is decreasing in the modularity level m.
Theorem 3 illustrates that the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qo∗ in extended overconfidence model is a linear function of the unbiased
retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ . Moreover, if the modularity level of the
MC manufacturer increases, the order quantity of the overconfident retailer
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decreases. Corollary 3 characterizes the relationship among q ∗ , qα∗ and qo∗ .
Corollary 3. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R,
(a) The overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity in extended overconfidence model qo∗ is greater than that in the basic overconfidence model qα∗ in
all cases, i.e., qo∗ > qα∗ .
(b) The overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity in extended overconfidence model qo∗ and that in the unbiased model q ∗ satisfy qo∗ < q ∗ when
q ∗ > R−1 kµ; qo∗ > q ∗ when q ∗ < R−1 kµ and qo∗ = q ∗ = R−1 kµ when
q ∗ = R−1 kµ.
Proof. (a) According to the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3, FD (Rqα∗ ) =
∗
∗
∗
∗
o −αkµ
α −αµ
α −αµ
o −αkµ
FX ( Rq1−α
) = β and FDo (Rqo∗ ) = FX ( Rq1−α
) = β. Thus, Rq1−α
= Rq1−α
=
β. As a result,
qo∗ − qα∗ = R−1 αµ(k − 1).
(32)
Because our assumption of k > 1, qo∗ − qα∗ > 0 for all α and k.
(b) Because the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qo∗ = R−1 αkµ+
(1 − α)q ∗ in the extended model,
qo∗ − q ∗ = R−1 αkµ − αq ∗ = α(R−1 kµ − q ∗ ).

(33)

If q ∗ > R−1 kµ, then qo∗ < q ∗ . Similarly, qo∗ > q ∗ when q ∗ < R−1 kµ. If q ∗ =
R−1 kµ, qo∗ = q ∗ = R−1 kµ.
Part(a) of Corollary 3 shows that the retailer’s optimal order quantity in
extended overconfidence model is always greater than that in the basic overconfidence model. This suggests, on the one hand, that the retailer in extended
overconfidence model has a greater degree of overconfidence. Corollary 3(b)
reveals the conclusion as follow. The size comparison between q ∗ and R−1 kµ
determines the optimal order quantity relationship between the overconfident
retailer in the extended model and the unbiased retailer. The definition of the
market environment from Schweitzer and Cachon [26] is still quoted in the
following Corollary 4.
Corollary 4. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R,
(a) The overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qo∗ and the level of
overprecision α satisfy
17

∂qo∗
∂qo∗
∗
−1
< 0 when q > R kµ;
>0
(i)Under a high-profit condition(q > µ),
∂α
∂α
∗
−1
when µ < q < R kµ.
∂q ∗
(ii)Under a low-profit condition(q ∗ < µ), o > 0 in all cases;
∂α
(b) The overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qo∗ and the level of
∂qo∗
overestimation k satisfy
> 0 in all cases.
∂k
∗

Proof. Prior analytical work has shown that the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity is qo∗ = R−1 αkµ + (1 − α)q ∗ in the extended model. We
take the derivative of α and k respectively in qo∗ , then
∂qo∗
= R−1 kµ − q ∗
∂α
∂qo∗
= R−1 αµ.
∂k

(34)

∂q ∗
∂q ∗
∂q ∗
Thus, o < 0 when q ∗ > R−1 kµ, o > 0 when µ < q ∗ < R−1 kµ and o > 0
∂α
∂α
∂α
when q ∗ < µ. According to the definition of the market environment from
Schweitzer and Cachon [26], the unbiased retailer’s expected profit-maximizing
order quantity is greater than mean demand for the case of high-profit, q ∗ > µ,
and less than mean demand for the case of low-profit, q ∗ < µ. We combine
∗
o
these two analyses to come to Corollary 4(a). Because ∂q
= R−1 αµ > 0 is
∂k
always true, Corollary 4(b) is proved.
This result indicates how the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity is
affected by the level of overprecision and by the level of overestimation, respectively. The overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity in extended model
is increasing in the overestimation level in all cases. However, the relationship
between the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity in extended model
and overprecision level is more complex combining with the analysis of the
level of market profit, which is shown in the Corollary 4(a). The conclusion is
similar to that in Corollary 1. The only difference is that the classification case,
thus the description is omitted. We then present some conclusions about the
retailer’s optimal resulting expected profit and optimal belief expected profit
in extended overconfidence model by the following theorem and corollary.
Theorem 4. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R,
(a) The overconfident retailer’s optimal resulting expected profit in extended
overconfidence model Π∗o is always less than the unbiased retailer’s optimal
18

expected profit Π∗ ; i.e., Π∗o ≤ Π∗ ;
(b)The overconfident retailer’s optimal resulting expected profit in extended
∂Π∗o
overconfidence model Π∗o and the level of overprecision α satisfy:
< 0 and
∂α
∂ 2 Π∗o
< 0;
∂α2
(c) The overconfident retailer’s optimal resulting expected profit in extended
∂Π∗o
<0
overconfidence model Π∗o and the level of overestimation k satisfy:
∂k
2 ∗
∗
∂ Πo
∂Πo
> 0 when q ∗ > R−1 kµ and
when q ∗ < R−1 kµ,
≤ 0 in all cases.
∂k
∂k 2
Proof. (a) Same as the proof of Theorem 2, the expected profit for the unZ Rq

biased retailer is E[Π] = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rq − (p − v)
FX (x) dx. More0
over, the first and second partial derivatives of the order quantity q are
∂ 2 E[Π]
∂E[Π]
= [p−(ϕ+εm)] R −(p−v) R FX (Rq) and
= −(p−v)R2 f (Rq),
∂q
∂q 2
respectively. Obviously, the retailer’s expected profit function is concave in q
and maximized at q ∗ . Thus, whether the overconfident retailer’s optimal order quantity qo∗ in extended overconfidence model is higher or lower than the
unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity q ∗ , it’s always true that the overconfident retailer’s resulting expected profit Π∗o in extended overconfidence model
is less than the unbiased retailer’s optimal expected profit Π∗ .
(b) According to (29) and (31), the overconfident retailer’s optimal resulting
profit Π∗o in extended overconfidence model is
Π∗o = [p − (ϕ + εm)] R[R−1 αkµ + (1 − α)q ∗ ]
− (p − v)

Z R[R−1 αkµ+(1−α)q∗ ]
o

(35)
FX (x) dx.

We take the derivative of α to obtain
∂Π∗o
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] R(R−1 kµ − q ∗ )
∂α
− (p − v) R(R−1 kµ − q ∗ )FX (R[R−1 αkµ + (1 − α)q ∗ ])
p − (ϕ + εm)
= (p − v)R(R−1 kµ − q ∗ )[
p−v
−1
∗
− FX [R(R αkµ + (1 − α)q )]]
= (p − v)R(R−1 kµ − q ∗ )[FX (Rq ∗ ) − FX (Rqo∗ )].
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(36)

From the Corollary 3, qo∗ < q ∗ when q ∗ > R−1 kµ and qo∗ > q ∗ when q ∗ <
∂Π∗o
R−1 kµ. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, thus,
< 0 is always true.
∂α
Furthermore,
∂ 2 Π∗o
= −(p − v)R(R−1 kµ − q ∗ )(kµ − Rq ∗ )f [R(R−1 αkµ + (1 − α)q ∗ )]
∂α2
(37)
∗ 2
∗
= −(p − v)(kµ − Rq ) f (Rqo ) < 0.
Accordingly, Theorem 4(b) is proved.
(c) We keep analyzing formula (35) in the above proof. We take the derivative
of k to obtain
∂Π∗o
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] αµ − (p − v) αµ FX (R[R−1 αkµ + (1 − α)q ∗ ])
∂k
p − (ϕ + εm)
− FX (Rqo∗ )]
= (p − v)αµ[
p−v
= (p − v)αµ[FX (Rq ∗ ) − FX (Rqo∗ )].

(38)

In the same way, we use the conclusion in Corollary 3, that is, qo∗ < q ∗ when
q ∗ > R−1 kµ and qo∗ > q ∗ when q ∗ < R−1 kµ. Also because FX (x) is an in∂Π∗o
∂Π∗o
creasing function. We easily get
< 0 when q ∗ < R−1 kµ,
> 0 when
∂k
∂k
q ∗ > R−1 kµ. Furthermore,
∂ 2 Π∗o
= −(p − v)R(R−1 kµ − q ∗ )(kµ − Rq ∗ )f [R(R−1 αkµ + (1 − α)q ∗ )]
2
∂k
(39)
∗ 2
∗
= −(p − v)(kµ − Rq ) f (Rqo ) < 0.
Theorem 4(c) has been proved by the above calculations.
As with the basic overconfidence model, the retailer in extended overconfidence
model still consistently has profit loss, compared to the unbiased retailer. The
proof of Theorem 4(a) asserts that the overconfident retailer’s optimal order
quantity again deviates from the unbiased retailer’s optimal order quantity. We
can further see the relation between the retailer’s optimal resulting expected
profit of extended overconfidence model and the overestimated level and the
overprecision level in Theorem 4(b) and (c). The optimal resulting expected
profit function is an increasing concave function about the overprecision level.
The relation between the retailer’s optimal resulting expected profit and the
overestimated level depends on the comparison of q ∗ and R−1 kµ. However,
that is not how profits occur in the perception of overconfident retailer. The
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analysis of his belief profit is shown in the following corollary.

Corollary 5. Given the MC manufacturer’s reliable level R,
(a) The overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected profit in extended overconfidence model Π̂∗o satisfies Π̂∗o = (1 − α)Π∗ + [p − (ϕ + εm)]αkµ;
(b) The overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected profit in extended
∂ Π̂∗o
overconfidence model Π̂∗α is increasing in α; i.e.,
> 0;
∂α
(c) The overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected profit in extended over∂ Π̂∗o
∗
> 0;
confidence model Π̂α is increasing in k; i.e.,
∂k
(d) The overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected profit in extended
overconfidence model Π̂∗o is always greater than the unbiased retailer’s optimal expected profit Π∗ ; i.e., Π̂∗o ≥ Π∗ .

Proof. (a) We know from the proof of Corollary 2 that the retailer in extended
overconfidence model only takes into account his belief in random demand Do
when calculating profit. The profit calculated in this way is the retailer’s belief
expected profit E[Π̂o ]. Then, according to (29), the overconfident retailer’s
optimal belief expected profit in extended overconfidence model is Π̂∗o = [p −
(ϕ +

εm)] Rqo∗

− (p − v)

of x = αkµ + (1 − α)y.

Z Rq∗
o
o

FDo (x) dx. We take the integral transformation

Π̂∗o = [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqo∗ − (p − v)

Z Rq∗
0

FDo [αkµ + (1 − α)y] d(αkµ + (1 − α)y)

= [p − (ϕ + εm)] Rqo∗ − (p − v)(1 − α)

Z Rq∗
0

FX (y) dy.
(40)

Because
Π̂∗o

qo∗

−1

∗

= R αkµ + (1 − α)q in Theorem 3,
−1

∗

= [p − (ϕ + εm)] R[R αkµ + (1 − α)q ] − (p − v)(1 − α)
= (1 − α)[(p − (ϕ + εm)) Rq ∗ − (p − v)

Z Rq∗
0

Z Rq∗
0

FX (y) dy

FX (y) dy] + [p − (ϕ + εm)]αkµ

= (1 − α)Π∗ + [p − (ϕ + εm)]αkµ.
(41)
Thus, the relationship of Π̂∗o and Π∗ in Corollary 5(a) is proved.
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(b) We take the derivative of α in Π̂∗o .
∂ Π̂∗o
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] kµ − Π∗
∂α
> [p − (ϕ + εm)] µ − Π∗

(42)

According to the proof of Corollary 2, [p − (ϕ + εm)] µ − Π∗ = C(q ∗ ) > 0.
∂ Π̂∗o
> 0 is demonstrated.
Consequently,
∂α
(c) We keep analyzing the profit formula Π̂∗o = (1 − α)Π∗ + [p − (ϕ + εm)]αkµ.
We take the derivative of k in Π̂∗o .
∂ Π̂∗o
= [p − (ϕ + εm)] αµ > 0
∂k

(43)

(d) We discuss the change in the overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected profit in extended overconfidence model compared to the unbiased retailer’s
optimal profit.
Π̂∗o − Π∗ = (1 − α)Π∗ + [p − (ϕ + εm)]αkµ − Π∗
= α[(p − (ϕ + εm))kµ − Π∗ ]

(44)

> α[(p − (ϕ + εm))µ − Π∗ ]
Similarly, we know [p − (ϕ + εm)] µ − Π∗ = C(q ∗ ) > 0. Thus, Π̂∗o − Π∗ > 0.
Now that Corollary 5 is all proved.

The optimal belief expected profit in extended overconfidence model is a function of the unbiased retailer’s optimal expected profit. Because the overconfident retailer of extended model overestimates the mean value of random
market demand, similarly to Corollary 2, his optimal belief expected profit
is always greater than the unbiased retailer’s optimal profit. That is why the
overconfident retailer makes a decision based on his beliefs. Moreover, the
overconfident retailer’s optimal belief expected profit of extended model is
increasing in the overestimated level and the overprecision level, respectively.
This result shows the more overconfident retailer is, the greater his belief profit
is, leading him to be more willing to place orders according to their own will.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we combine the mass customization with a behavioral bias of
overconfidence innovatively. We consider the supply chain which is made up
of mass customization manufacturer and overconfident retailers and ultimate
purchaser. Based on the newsvendor model, we study the retailer’s optimal
order-quantity decisions in the supply chain. The order quantity needs to be
committed before the realization of random demand and the objective is to
optimize profit. We first briefly discuss the conclusions of the newsvendor
model in the case of unbiased retailers. Then two models are considered and
theorems are proposed. We present the conclusions about the optimal order
quantity and maximum profit in the two models. The first is to compare them
with the basic model in which retailers are unbiased. Then these optimal order
quantity and maximum profit are analyzed respectively with modularity level
and overconfidence level. In particular, both performances of overconfidence
level are discussed in the extended model. Compare the findings with the
prior literature, some conclusions have been drawn. Firstly, this paper innovatively introduces overconfidence into the mass customization supply chain.
Compared with the previous studies, this paper studies the influence of behavioral bias on the characteristic supply chain, and presents the relationship
between the optimal decision and the modularity level of the manufacturer of
mass customization products. Secondly, the yield rate of manufacturer of mass
customization products introduced in this paper makes the conclusion of the
optimal order quantity of overconfident retailers different from the conclusion
of Croson et al [3]. In other words, the existence of the yield rate increases the
optimal order quantity of overconfident retailers.
By analyzing the above theoretical results, we provide the following managerial
insights for decision makers of mass customization retailers and manufacturers.
From perspective of the retailers in MC supply chain, it’s important for them
to make clear that his behavioral bias of overconfidence could result the loss of
profit. Moreover, the higher the overconfidence level is, the greater the profit
loss is. In detail, the following three points are important for retailers. First, be
sure to receive timely feedback to get more accurate market information. The
retailers need to conduct regular investigations on market conditions. They
should understand market dynamics as comprehensively as possible, such as
consumer preferences and market trends. All feedback helps retailers make
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more accurate decisions. Second, it’s necessary for retailers to break down the
decision task. That is, break down the decision process into parts and specify
the information needed to complete each part. This measure not only makes
decisions more precise, but also reduces the potential impact of overconfidence.
In addition to decision decomposition, analytic hierarchy process can be used.
This requires the retailers to decompose the elements that are always relevant
to the decision into levels of goals, guidelines, solutions, and so on. Third,
imagine why your judgment might be wrong. For example, there may be behavioral biases, cognitive limitations, or information blocking. It means that
the retailers should force themselves to consider information that does not
confirm their beliefs. Taking these possible problems into full consideration
and making a prudent decision will reduce the loss of the retailers.
For mass customization manufacturers, it is necessary to determine the appropriate modularity level. As shown in theoretical conclusions, the overconfident
retailer’s optimal order quantity is decreasing in the modularity level, whether
in the basic overconfidence model or the extended model. However, if the modularity level is too low, it can be unable to meet the market demand, which
will lead to the decline of its competitiveness as a mass customization enterprise. Therefore, the manufacturers should carefully determine the level of
modularity in their company’s production. On the one hand, manufacturers
can survey the market demand and know consumers’ preference for personalized products. On the other hand, manufacturers also need to consider the
change of order quantity of downstream retailers. Both of these are important
factors that affect the level of modularity.
From the supply chain’s point of view, the repurchase contract mechanism
can be considered to maximize the profit of the supply chain. It is of practical significance for manufacturers to use the repurchase contract mechanism
to correct the irrational behavior of retailers and maximize the profit of the
supply chain so as to maintain a long-term and stable relationship. The manufacturer may set a buyback value of the MC products that the retailer fails
to sell, and the salvage value of the MC products is transferred to the manufacturer.
There are many interesting problems that are worthwhile to study in future.
First, overconfidence under other conditions is worth considering, such as the
competitive retailers of MC supply chain. When both retailers are overconfi24

dent, it’s harder to study if they have different overconfidence levels. Second,
in this paper, the price of a certain mass customization product is fixed. The
case that price varies with demand deserve consideration. In this case, how to
determine the optimal order quantity is an interesting direction. Third, if the
manufacturer of mass customization is the subject of research, then he should
decide how to order from more upstream suppliers. This involves different
order decisions at different modularity levels.
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